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   More adults than ever before are taking music lessons and yet many give up easily and teachers may be hesitant to accept them as pupils. Somewhere in the confusion surrounding student and teacher goals, adults can slide down a gap of mis-matched joint expectations.

   Mirza, an Iranian knife maker and self-taught guitarist, contacted a teacher with the unusual request for a one-off lesson to learn the theme from the film The Deerhunter(a deceptively simple grade eight piece). An initial consultation revealed that this was not realistic, although he was an able player. Mirza refused to arrange a second lesson, the teacher noting that, “he just wanted to be ‘given’ the piece, as if I was running a musical takeaway!”

   At the other extreme, Jenny, mother of two in her early thirties, ended her lessons when the teacher promoted her to grade two material. “It seemed ridiculous when my grade one pieces weren’t note-perfect”.

   Teachers often have an understanding – if informal – of the way adults learn. They know that adults expect to be formally taught, to work hard, to negotiate their own goals and become self-directed learners. Recent research by Chelcy Bowles, associate professor at the University of Wisconsin, shows that teachers set different goals for adults than children and discussed these more. Prime barriers to learning noted were physical limitations and trying to plan flexibility to accommodate adult schedules. Adult expectations were not mentioned.

   In fact, unacknowledged adult assumptions, often supported unwittingly by the teacher, can bundle together to become a folk mythology that shapes sense of possibility. 
Key myths are revealed in the following statements:

‘Of course it takes me longer…’ (Ageing, less brain power)
‘How’s it supposed to go…’ (Archetypes, there’s a perfect performance out there)
‘I sound awful…’ (Archetypes again, knowing how it should sound)
‘I’ve left it too late…’ ( With music, you have to start young)
‘How long will it take to get to grade five…?’ (Learning a skill takes a set amount of time)

 A plea for help by a diploma student on the A.B.R.S.M.’s. adult learner’s forum shows some of these in action:

“ADULT’S PROBLEM: I started learning late and I have all the problems…fingers no longer controllable, poor memory…really get a headache reading all those notes, takes more time to learn a piece, performance nerves…”

    There may well be physical limitations here, but tackling deep-rooted mental attitudes can turn achievements around. In particular, supposed weaknesses can be interpreted as strengths.

   From negative baggage to positive adage – myths and truths.

Ageing
   Lifelong learning initiatives abound and countless studies now show that it’s attitude, not age that is a barrier to learning. Adults often use their age to excuse difficulties and habits. Worse, a strong belief in mental and physical decline becomes a self-fulfilling prophecy, sabotaging attempts to progress.

   Professor Ian Robertson, a leading researcher on brain rehabilitation has shown that the brain is physically changed by what we do and think. His easy to accessible book Mindsculpture should be required reading for every hesitant adult student, as the following insights indicate.
	The number of brain cells stays pretty much the same between the ages of fifty and eighty.
	Education – and that includes music – moulds the brain, growing new connections between cells and building brain power.
	Brains age at different rates, depending on lifestyle and education. It really is a case of ‘use it or lose it’.
	There may be a decline in memory, but this can be compensated for by using different types of memory e.g. visual instead of verbal. Implicit (unconscious) memory, seen when learning a skill by watching, doesn’t decline.

Archetypes
   Adults are often motivated to play by performances or recordings they’ve heard. Recordings can be intimidating, “I’ll never be able to do that…” or become models of perfection preventing personal interpretation, “I know how this should go…” Children have had less time to absorb such models and tend to be far less self critical. Teachers can move students away from this way of thinking by:
	Using positive, permissive language patterns such as “what would happen here if”… “That sounds good, let’s try another way and see which we prefer…”
	Turning listening experience into a positive resource by comparing interpretations from different recordings known to the student.
	Ensuring the music is within the students’ practical grasp. Research into motivation and retention has shown that inexperienced teachers tend to teach adults according to their cognitive understanding rather than physical ability.
	Using the ‘thrills and chills’ technique. This is adapted from an experiment by John Sloboda, professor of music psychology at Keele University.
    Intended to look at links between music and emotion, the research showed that:                  melodic appoggiaturas and sequences provoked tear-responses in listeners; unprepared    harmonies led to shivers, and syncopations to racing heart and pit-of-stomach sensations. All depended on a perceived element of surprise in the music. Students can be encouraged to seek out these elements through playing and listening to music being learnt, helping them to actively shape and direct the interpretation. 

Starting young
   Adults are familiar with the notion of the musical prodigy. In a society that values many aspects of youth they may feel their own achievements are ‘too little too late’. Although opinions are still divided on the question of innate musical talent, a few points can prove reassuring:
	Research has yet to prove that outstanding early musical promise is the rule for adult achievers. Exceptionality seems to develop gradually through years of training. 
	Human beings unconsciously pick up knowledge about the music of their culture, whether or not they have had music lessons.
	There’s some evidence to prove that it’s best to start learning an instrument by the age of ten. However, most adults can become competent on most instruments. Practice and motivation appear to be the keys to success.
	It’s worth remembering that many adults are aspiring to a western model of music making where music is technically difficult and the ‘best’ musicians are soloists. Adult achievement can be much less bounded in a group context e.g. a gamelan.

How long will it take?
   Adults are often unaware of the way skills are acquired, believing simply that hard work equals steady progress. Educational texts talk of skills as being made up of psycho-motor (mental & physical) elements. The learning process differs from ‘book-learning’:
	There are peaks, troughs and plateaus, rather than consistent progress.
	Learning by observing works better than explanation.
	Short bursts of practice work better than one long practice. A minimum of three practices, distributed evenly through the week is often cited.

   An awareness of up-to-date information is often all it takes to challenge assumptions. The following tips can enhance the match between student and teacher expectation.

Tips 
1. Use personal experience of skill learning
    Adults trapped in physical and mental habits can be exasperating to teach. A useful technique is for the teacher  to recall a personal experience of learning a non-musical skill as an adult e.g. learning to drive.
    A respected colleague once went on an archery weekend “to relax and learn something new.” She’d picked up the basic skills fairly quickly “mostly by watching -  the instructor talked far too much” and blossomed from positive feedback. In the afternoon however, she was reduced to tears as the group was divided into competitive teams and remarked “It certainly made me look at my teaching in a different light.” 

2. Understand why adults take lessons
   Teachers can tend to focus on performance and ‘getting it right’. While adults are involved with these concerns, they take pleasure in the simple process of performance. Teacher Matthew Harre believes that they are “experiencing something of what we experienced as youngsters before we became obsessed with ‘doing it the right way’…we must be careful not to steal these feelings away” 

3. Understand Learning Styles and gender differences
   Adults arrive with a past baggage of learning experiences, not all of them positive. Older students, used to an authoritarian approach, may be uncomfortable with negotiated self-direction. Students will have preferred learning modalities (visual, auditory, kinaesthetic). According to Professor of Linguistics, Deborah Tannen, men can be more difficult to teach than women because they tend to be more used to giving than receiving information.   

4. Encourage Performance 
   A project led by Stephanie Pitts of the University of Sheffield examined musical participation and lifelong learning. Focussing on summer schools and other communal events it concluded that participation encouraged self-education, emotional well being and self esteem.
   Performance opportunities – recitals, bands and orchestras - offer adults a chance to share work, to compare standards and to raise motivation in a way that music festivals do not. The  A.B.R.S.M.s adult learner’s forum offer concerts round the country for its members. There is a run- through in the morning and entry for performers is usually £10.

   A long established (1988) Adult Music Student’s Forum in America (Washington) provides an excellent example of what can be achieved. It offers four different concert series, catering for different standards and levels of performance experience. Three series are held in private houses and one in public venues. The group also run a community outreach programme.
The Larger Picture
   Matthew Harre, founder of the Washington forum, notes that the increase in numbers of adults learning instruments is fairly recent. “For this to happen, we need a society affluent to have the disposable income above the needs of the family. We have to be affluent enough to spare the time to take lessons and practice. We need a somewhat narcissistic adult community that focuses on its own needs and not just that of the next generation. Perhaps we also need a society that has a certain “empty” feeling for whatever psychological or spiritual reason that may be”
   For music teachers to be able to address that emptiness is, in itself, a rich reward, one that tallies with adult expectations and goes far beyond the notes of the music.
 However, if all else fails, this last tip from the intriguing website www.tradetricks.org (​http:​/​​/​www.tradetricks.org​). could offer a final solution:
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